Femtosecond Assisted Deep Lamellar Keratoplasty in a 4½ Year Old Child for Traumatic and Infectious Corneal Scar- A Case Report

Abstract

Purpose: To report a case of central deep corneal scar secondary to trauma and subsequently resolved fungal infection in a 4½ year old and secondary amblyopia treated with femtosecond-assisted deep lamellar keratoplasty (FALK).

Methods: A 4½ year old male patient with reduced vision and photophobia as a result of a centrally dense mid-stromal corneal scar in the right eye was referred to Gavin Herbert Eye Institute, University of California, Irvine, by an out of state ophthalmologist for consideration of femtosecond-assisted laser lamellar keratoplasty. Following a complete ocular examination, FALK was performed under general anesthesia.

Results: The original non-perforating cornea trauma had occurred 10-months previously while the child had accidentally run into a branch of a tree, penetrating the right central cornea and resulting in Aspergillus corneal infection. The penetrating cornea injury was repaired and the ensuing infection was treated with a course of topical antifungal medications. After resolution of the infection, a deep and dense mid-stromal scar, obstructing visual axis, had developed. Irregular astigmatism and secondary amblyopia were present. The zigzag pattern FALK using Intralase™ laser (AMO, Santa Ana, CA) for both donor and recipient cuts was performed.

Conclusions: This is the first case report of traumatic central corneal scar from trauma and infection resulting in amblyopia, which was successfully treated with zigzag-shaped femtosecond-assisted laser lamellar keratoplasty in a young child.

Introduction

Femtosecond laser technology was originally introduced into the clinical ophthalmology market to create all-inclusive laser-assisted refractive platforms for cornea-flap construction in the early 2000s. US FDA subsequently approved femtosecond laser technology for laser-enabled keratoplasty in mid 2000s [1]. The unique feature of the femtosecond laser is in its distinctive capacity to generate a variety of customized trephination patterns in both donor and recipient-host corneas in keratoplasty procedures [1,2]. The customized shapes which have been investigated in the literature are “top hat”, “Christmas tree”, “mushroom”, “zigzag” and “hexagonal”. Each of these customized shapes has a number of particular advantages in a specific clinical setting. As an example, the “top hat” shape is recommended in diseases involving corneal endothelium and the “mushroom” trephination pattern is recommended for corneal surface diseases [3-5]. Femtosecond laser platforms which are currently available for laser-enabled keratoplasty (FSLEK) are Intralase (AMO, Irvine, CA), Femtolas (Bausch & Lomb, Rochester, NY) and Technolas® (20/10 Perfect Vision, Heidelberg, Germany). The newer generations of femtosecond lasers have increasingly higher energy pulses and allow for shorter tissue ablation period and faster cut times.

In this article, we describe, using for the first time, the zigzag shape FS-assisted deep lamellar keratoplasty using the 4th generation Intralase™ in a 4 1/2-year old child with a deep central stromal scar. The major advantage of this technique is to allow for an earlier suture removal, which can possibly reduce the higher graft-rejection rate seen in children following penetrating keratoplasty. As a result, faster visual rehabilitation can also be initiated.

Case Presentation

A 4½ year-old male with a 10-month old history of non-perforating right corneal injury and subsequently resolved Aspergillus corneal infection due to trauma was referred to our clinic. His best-corrected distance visual acuity for the right eye was 2 LogMAR (Counting figures) at presentation. His pupils were normal and no afferent pupillary defect was present. Anterior segment examination showed a centrally irregular anterior to deep stromal scar of 4 mm in size of moderate opacity distorting visual axis (Figure 1). No corneal vascularization was present. The anterior chamber was deep and quiet. The iris, lens, vitreous and retina were normal. Intraocular pressures were also normal. The optic nerves were normal and no cupping was present. The best-corrected distance visual acuity of the left eye was 0 LogMAR. The patient had been undergoing occlusion therapy 3-4hrs/day on the left eye for the right eye amblyopia treatment during the past 4-months. Right eye anterior segment optical coherence tomography, ASOCT (Visante, Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA) and ATLAS® (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA) corneal

topography were performed (Figures 2a,3). AS-OCT showed the depth of corneal opacity to be at 410um. Central corneal thickness was measured to be at 560um. Irregular mires and astigmatism was present on the corneal topography. Patient had also been intolerant of contact lens wear. After reviewing available treatment options, parents were carefully counseled on risks/benefits/alternatives and potential complications of FALK and consented to the procedure.

Surgery

Institutional review board of University of California, Irvine, granted one-time approval to perform this procedure following an in-depth risk/benefit analysis, ethical assessment and providing the necessary guideline to maintain optimal safety profile throughout the procedure. Informed consent adhering to the Helsinki protocols was obtained from parents following a thorough discussion related the off-label FDA of performing FS-assisted keratoplasty in children, and to the risks, benefits and alternatives involved with this procedure including general anesthesia, femtosecond platform and transport from the laser room to the adjacent surgical room. Patient underwent general anesthesia and a flexible J-tube was used for intubation at the University of California, Irvine and medical center. The induction was done in the holding area. The tube was securely taped against the lower jaw to avoid any contact with the FS-laser machine. Pediatric anesthesia team had rolled the anesthesia-air support machine into the laser room. Using the depth of cornea scar measured at 410um, the posterior lamellar cut was set at 470um. Eyelid speculum was not used. Separation of eyelids was achieved manually using the right and left index fingers of an assistant. Following the docking of the suction ring onto the applanation cone under the laser, a brief episode of acute bradycardia (30beats/min) occurred as a result of oculo-cardiac reflex. A 0.5cc of 0.5mg atropine sulfate was intravenously administered to restore the normal heart rate and the laser procedure was continued without any further incidence.

The 4-th generation Intralase™ laser (Abbott Medical Optics, Santa Ana, CA) was used to create a deep lamellar cut on the right eye of the patient. Patient was transported from the adjoining laser room to the operating room while intubated and the right eye was prepped in the usual manner. A previously cut donor cornea graft using the femtosecond laser with zigzag pattern from Sight Life™ Eye Bank (Florida, USA) was available. The settings are shown in (Tables 1,2). Using the "big bubble" air-technique, detachment of descemet's membrane was achieved. The surgery was carried out as described in the literature.3 Interrupted sutures were placed at 50% depth of the host and graft cornea junction at the pre-marked locations (Figure 2b). Surgery was concluded without complication.

Post-operative Course

In day one of the post-operative visit, patient’s graft cornea was clear and the junction between the graft and host cornea was sealed. The uncorrected visual acuity was at 1.0 LogMAR and the pinhole visual acuity was 0.7 LogMAR (Figure 4). No epithelial defect was present. Anterior chamber had no cells with mild flare. The patient was placed on prednisolone acetate 1% (Pred Forte, Alcon Inc. Ft Worth, TX) hourly and Moxifloxacin 0.5% (Vigamox, ALCON, Ft. Worth, TX) four times a day. Lubrication was also prescribed hourly. Father was instructed to see the original referring cornea ophthalmologist within three days. It was reported that four sutures were removed after two months by the referring ophthalmologist. Six additional sutures were removed at four months and the final two sutures were removed at six months. Patient was tapered to Loteamx (Loprednol etabonate 0.5%, Bauch and Lomb Inc., Rochestor, NY) once daily and the final refractive error at six months was reported to be -1.50+2.50x33 OD with visual acuity of 0.4LogMAR. The patient continued occlusion therapy for amblyopia treatment. Graft remained clear at six months post-operatively.

Discussion

A femtosecond laser assisted deep lamellar keratoplasty (FALK) provides multitude of advantages over conventional penetrating
and/or manually dissected deep lamellar keratoplasty in children. Femtosecond laser assisted zigzag trephination keratoplasty, in particular, has been shown to create a relatively precise donor-host cornea fit with an increased ease for graft suturing and reduction in inducing higher order aberration. This in turn would have a positive impact on the contrast sensitivity and quality of vision [5-11]. Due to the fact that the host’s corneal endothelium is not disturbed, the risk of graft rejection decreases in comparison to conventional penetrating keratoplasty. Smoother corneal interfaces are made using the femtosecond lasers in comparison to conventional and manually dissected DALK [8]. Utmost effort should be taken, however, to match the depth of the suture placement in the donor and host cornea at 50% so as to achieve a true “lock and key” configuration. Improved sealing of the incision site permits the surgeon to use only enough suture tension to keep the incision apposed, reducing distortion from tight or multiple sutures. The increased surface area of these junction areas leads to improved tensile strength of the wound, allowing for earlier sutures removal and potentially reducing graft rejection [12]. Then patients can also be safely switched to less potent topical steroid medications which are known to have fewer long-term side effects for chronic maintenance of immune-suppressive therapy [13].

Here we safely performed and demonstrated the application of zigzag shaped femtosecond assisted laser deep lamellar keratoplasty in a young child with deep cornea scar. The general advantages of this technique in comparison to conventional manual DALK include 1. Allowing for an earlier suture removal, 2. Reduction of astigmatism in early stages of recovery, 3. For creation of smoother interface bed between the host and graft cornea, 4. Potential reduction in graft-rejection rate and 5. Improving the chances for faster visual rehabilitation.

The disadvantages, however, include requiring to 1. Have the femtosecond laser platform in the operating room theater or at a very nearby location where the transport of an already intubated patient to the operating room may not impose or add further safety risk issues 2. Have general anesthesia and their essential equipment must be available in the laser room 3. Be watchful of potential oculo-cardiac reflex event at the time of laser ducking on the globe.

There have been three other published articles which have reported the use of femtosecond assisted laser keratoplasty in children with femtosecond laser assisted lamellar keratoplasty (mushroom shape or zigzag) for variety of other ocular diseases such as Avelino cornea dystrophy, keratoconus, and in congenital hereditary stromal dystrophy with a novel decorin gene mutation in a Korean family in the adult and penetrating keratoplasty in the child [14-17].

### Conclusion

FS-enabled DALK holds numerous potential advantages over full thickness PK in children. As the globe is never penetrated during the surgery, intra-operative risks of expulsive hemorrhage are lowered. Reduced risk of rejection allows for earlier cessation and tapering of topical steroids or switching to less potent topical steroids which have higher safety profiles. The shaped trephination pattern of femtosecond laser-assisted lamellar keratoplasty allows for better wound integrity and apposition, less astigmatic induction, smoother interface bed between the host and donor bed allowing for potentially earlier visual recovery, thus decreasing the risk of progressive amblyopia and permanent loss of vision in children.
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